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US GDP for Q1 fell by 1.2% over the previous quarter – the lowest reading since

2008. In the eurozone, where the spread of coronavirus began earlier, Q1 GDP fell

by 3.8% over the previous quarter – the largest quarterly decline in the bloc’s

history. These readings show the dramatic nature of the hit to economic output as

a result of COVID-19. This global shutdown is unprecedented, and governments will

only be able to gradually relax lockdown measures, so as to prevent any re-

escalation in the infection rate. This will likely lead to very weak data in the second

quarter of this year, putting further pressure on governments and central banks to

provide the necessary stimulus to support the economy and an eventual recovery.

The week ahead
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Thought of the week

4 May 2020

Days Country Event Period Survey Prior

Tue UK PMI Composite Apr - 12.9

US ISM Non-manufacturing Apr 41.0 52.5

Wed Euro PMI Composite Apr - 13.5

Euro Retail sales (y/y) Mar - 3.0%

Thu China PMI Services Apr 50.5 43.0

Germany Industrial production (m/m) Mar - 0.3%

UK BoE base rate May 0.10% 0.10%

Fri Japan Labour cash earnings (y/y) Mar 0.0% 1.0%

Japan PMI Composite Apr - 27.8

US Non-farm payrolls Apr -22,000k -701k

US Unemployment rate Apr 16.3% 4.4%

US Average hourly earnings (y/y) Apr - 3.1%

US and eurozone output contract meaningfully
% change quarter on quarter

Source: BEA, Eurostat, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Data as of 30 April 2020
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Unless otherwise stated, all data is as of 01/05/2020. Economic releases: Bloomberg.

Equities: All data represents total returns for the stated period.

Fund flows: ICI.

Bond Yields: JPMorgan EMBIG OAS over Treasuries ; Barclays Global Aggregate Corporate OAS; Barclays Global High Yield OAS; Government bond yields: Source: Tullett Prebon Information, UK Government Bonds 10 Year Note Generic Bid Yield; German Government Bonds 10

Year Debencher; Japan 10 Year Bond Benchmark; US Generic Government 10 Year Yield.

Commodities: WTI and Brent are the crude oil price in $ per barrel, gold is $ per troy ounce, copper is $ per pound.

Rates: Bank of England Official Bank Rate; ECB Minimum Bid Refinancing Rate 1 Week; Federal Funds Target Rate; Bank of Japan Target Rate of Unsecured Overnight Call Rate; Bank of China 1 Year Best Lending Rate.

Macro: Headline CPI year on year percentage change; GDP growth quarter on quarter seasonally adjusted annualised rate.


